Collocated with ASE and GPCE

Jurgen J. Vinju (General chair), David Pearce (PC co-chair), ??? (PC co-chair)

Thanks to ASE General Chair: Ivica Crnkovic and GPCE general chair: Ulrik Schultz
Reachable by modern transportation
Västerås =
great
schools, business, culture, nature
Luxurious Venue
Hotels

Uttern Inn

Top Hotel
All about software languages

*any* language on computers that is not natural, but is processed somehow for some purpose

textual, graphical, projectional, ...

described by meta-models, logics, algebras, [graph] grammars, dictionaries, ...

Think inclusively!
All about principled methods

– [tools and methods for] software language design, description, definition, construction, evolution, reuse, integration, testing, ... and what not!
– well: not about a specific language [extension], but about how it was extended is great

Any research method welcome

from proofs to evidence, from design to validation, and everything in between. just make sure it is great.
Help!

- Paper deadline is end of May.
- Send papers
- Propose social events
  - workshops
  - hackathons, grammathons, metamodelathons
  - tutorials
  - panels
  - ...